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Overview
Monte-Carlo radiative transfer solvers are a powerful tool by their flexibility and ability to take into account virtually any physical process, but their applicability is generally limited by their demands in
terms of processing power. The SMART-G(1) (Speed-Up Monte-Carlo Advanced Radiative Transfer code with GPU) uses GPGPU (General-purpose processing on graphics processing units)
technology through the CUDA framework to implement a fast code that simulates the propagation of light in the atmosphere, through the wavy sea surface or land surfaces and in the ocean. Complex
computations are performed very quickly on a desktop PC and launched easily through a user friendly python interface. The software is available for scientific use at www.hygeos.com/smartg
Features
Scattering (molecules, water, aerosols, clouds)
Absorption (molecules, water, aerosols), and with extension band models
(K distribution,...)
Reflection/refraction (Fresnel, Lambert)
Polarization

Ocean-Atmosphere coupled system
Spherical-Shell atmosphere
BRDF or wave slope distribution
Radiances, fluxes (Cone sampling or Local estimate)
Horizontal variation of surface albedo
Spectral (Multiple independent wavelengths or ALIS method(2)

The ALIS method is used to correct for perturbations of the scattering and absorption
properties of the medium. This allows computing Jacobians without extra Monte Carlo
noise

Simulation of a coupled oceanatmosphere scene between
500 and 550 nm where I and Q
are computed for several levels
(TOA, up 0+, up 0-, down 0+,
down 0-, down seafloor).
Jacobians relative to the
atmospheric total ozone column
and Chlorophyll a concentration
near the surface are also
simultaneously obtained.
SZA=65, VZA=45, RAA=45.,
O3=300 DU, [Chla]=0.3 mg/m3.
ws= 12 m/s

•

•
•

The ALIS method is also used to compute high spectral resolution quantities without spectral
noise
Moreover as ray tracing is performed only for few wavelengths, the speed is considerably
increased compared to standard numerical codes like DA for an equivalent precision.
Validation/Benchmarking of SMART-G using ALIS method
Doubling-Adding (DA) solver of ARTDECO:

MLW atmosphere, aerosols : urban model
with AOT(550)=0.25
Black surface
O2 A band with 1089 spectral samples,
SZA=30°, RAA=180°
SMARTG with 10⁹ photons: 7 s
DA with 32 streams : 1491 s

Transpectral processes
•

(in development)

ALIS method : High spectral resolution

ALIS method : Perturbative Jacobians
•

Perturbative Jacobians
3D objects
3D atmosphere
Refraction and Limb geometry
Transpectral processes

During the photon propagation, its wavelength may change after inelastic scattering or
fluorescence events. In that case, the ray tracing is continued since all optical properties
at all wavelengths are stored in memory. We launch photons having all possible
excitation wavelengths into the medium.
Example of simulation of the water upwelling reflectance spectrum just under the surface
(0-) for case 1 typical waters with and without fluorescence of Chl-a included
(Fluorescence Yield of 2%) and with and without atmosphere. S3/OLCI relative spectral
response functions are also given

3D Objects inclusion

Spherical Shell atmosphere
•

Effect of Earth’s curvature on Rayleigh
scattering

•

TOA reflectance and Degree of Linear
Polarization for a pure Rayleigh scattering
atmosphere with t = 0.3262 over black
surface. Computations are done using
SMART-G in backward mode for a unique
view zenith angle VZA of 30° and a varying
Sun zenith angle. Both the principal plane
(red) and perpendicular plane (green) are
shown. The reference calculation (black dots)
is for a spherical-shell atmosphere (SSA) and
solid lines are for plane-parallel atmosphere
(PPA). The differences are understood as
PPA-SSA. VZA is defined at the ground level
(the angle used in Earth Observation data)

3D Atmosphere
•

•

•
•

Example of simulation of a Concentrated
Solar Plant (4). A group of Heliostats are
inserted in the simulation domain.

•

Example of Simulation of a
black lake of radius 1.5 km
surrounded by a lambertian
soil of albedo 0.2, and with a
square cloud of radius 1.25
km between 2 and 3 km of
altitude with a hole in its
center. The cloud optical
thickness is 1 and reff=1 mm.
Nadir View and SZA=30°,
pure molecular atmosphere
412 and 865 nm, wind
speed is 5m/s.
Slight increase of the
apparent reflectance in the
middle of the cloud.
Other adjacency effects
computation are shown in
refs. 1 and 3.
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